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Young Sofi enters a New York City community garden and finds a half-
painted mural. It’s full of big, leafy plants in blue and yellow, and a 
vibrant emerald green color appears where the two colors meet. As Sofi 
runs her fingers over the image, she is suddenly transported to a 
beautiful place with plants just like the ones on the wall!  

Sofi finds herself in the Dominican Republic, where she meets a young 
boy named Juan Luis. He is writing a song, but he’s stuck on the lyrics 
and needs her help. After they finish the song, the pair flies over the river 
that separates San Pedro de Macoris from Haiti. There, Juan Luis 
introduces her to his friend, Güerlande, a young metal artist. She also 
needs Sofi’s help. Can she make just the right shade of purple to paint 
Güerlande’s huge mermaid sculpture? 

This bilingual picture book about an imaginative girl and an enchanted 
mural is an engaging exploration of the cultural traditions of the 
Caribbean. The sequel to Sofi and the Magic, Musical Mural / Sofi y el 
mágico mural musical, this story introduces young readers to the art and 
music of the gorgeous island of Hispaniola. Kids will be encouraged to 
explore their own artistic talents after reading about internationally 
acclaimed Dominican musician, Juan Luis Guerra, and Haitian artist, 
Güerlande Balan. 
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“Vibrant art and vivid settings bolster the magical realism. The tale               
gains authenticity through racial diversity and a superb Spanish 

translation in this celebration of the wonderful cultural contributions                 
of Caribbean residents.”                                                                                         

~ Booklist 


